Standard Roller Blind Specification
1.

Window Shade System shall be a chainoperated roller system utilizing a bidirectional, wrap spring clutch. The system must
be capable of smoothly raising and lowering the blind to any desired height, and
maintaining that height with no slippage.
Clutch size is adjusted based on the weight
of fabric.

2.

Clutch must not require any adjustment after installation. Clutch may be mounted in
either end of the roller tube. The clutch shall
be nylon construction and available in Black
or White.

3.

Operating loop may be #10 plastic bead
chain or qualified #10 plated steel ball
chain, with upper and lower stops. Plastic
chain shall coordinate with the clutch colour
selected.

4.

Child safety device shall be attached to the
control chain by the manufacturer and
installed properly on site. Safety device
colour shall coordinate with the clutch colour
selected.

5.

End plug shall be a spring loaded for easier
installation. They shall be available in black
or white and fit tightly into the tube.

6.

Universal mounting brackets must be capable of mounting inside, outside, or to the
ceiling, with the clutch on either the right or
left end of the roller. All brackets shall be
made of 0.060" plated steel.

7.

Roller tube shall be extruded aluminium,
made with alloy 6063-T5. Wall thickness to
be .060". Tube diameter to correspond
with clutch size, and provided in the correct
diameter as per the manufacturer's
recommendations. Tubes shall be
available in 1 1/8", 1 1/4", 1 1/2" and 2"
sizes.

8.

Fabric shall be attached to the tube with an
adhesive strip. A minimum of one turn of
fabric must be placed on the roller before
the working section of fabric starts.

9.

Bottom options shall include both intenal
and external bottom bars. External bottom
bars shall be extruded aluminum in a oval
shape, and be available in white, black,
anodized, bronze, and ivory.
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Fascia Roller Blind Specification
Use Standard specification, but replace section 6 with 6a and add in
sections 10 and 11.
6. a Fascia mounting brackets shall support both the roller tube and
the fascia panel. They must be capable of mounting inside,
outside or to the ceiling, with the clutch on either right or left hand
side of the roller. All fascia brackets will be made of 0.060" steel
and shall be painted with a high quality finish to match the fascia
panel.
10. Fascia panel shall be installed to conceal the roller tube and
mounting hardware, providing a clean, finished look. Fascia shall
hook onto the top of the bracket and snap in place, remaining
firmly attached. Fascia panel shall be made of approximately
0.062" extruded aluminium and shall be painted with a high
quality baked enamel finish, or finished with an anodized finish.
Size of fascia depends on the size of blind.

Chain Diverter
The Fascia for the Skyline system features a
unique chain diverter for the 3" fascia which
has eliminated the need for cut-outs from the
bottom edge of the fascia. The chain diverter is
not required on the 4" fascia, which is also free
of cutouts.

11. Fascia panel shall be of a "notchless" design to provide a cleaner
look. System shall allow for multiple blinds to be installed under
one panel.
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Cassette Roller Blind Specification
Use Standard specification, but replace section 6
with 6a and add in sections 10 and 11.
6. b Cassette mounting brackets shall support both
the roller tube and the cassette. They must be
capable of mounting inside, outside or to the
ceiling, with the clutch on either right or left
hand side of the roller.

Optional intermediate bracket
holds 2 pin ends.

10a Cassette shall be installed to conceal the roller
tube and mounting hardware. Cassette shall
be made of approximately extruded aluminium
and shall be painted with a high quality baked
enamel finish, or finished with an anodized
finish. Size of cassette depends on the size of
blind.
11a Cassette shall be able to accommodate a coordinated fabric insert.
Large Cassette System is shown.
Small Cassette is similar but has minor variations.

Small Cassette:

Large Cassette:

Max width: 79"
Max drop: varies by fabric

Max width: 120"
(192" for 2-on-1)
Max drop: 134"
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The small cassette is available in White and Black.

3.68

Large cassette is available in White,
Ivory, Anodized, Bronze and Black.
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